Tissue specific arterial spin labeling fMRI: a superior method for imaging cerebral blood flow in aging and disease.
Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is a physiological correlate of brain function and metabolism and as such an essential parameter for investigating how aging and disease affect the brain. Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is an fMRI method that provides absolute measurement of CBF non-invasively and with higher spatial resolution than non-MRI methods. However, application of ASL in older populations is hampered by partial volume effects (PVE) and tissue dependent changes in CBF. We have developed a tissue-specific ASL method (ts-ASL) that provides `flow density' measures by quantifying CBF for each tissue separately and independently of tissue content. Using simulated functional and structural images, we investigated the effects of brain atrophy and random noise on the SNR of GM CBF measured with conventional and ts-ASL. Results showed that: (1) For all noise levels, the SNR of ts-ASL was higher. For example, for a random Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 4, the SNR of GM CBF obtained with ts-ASL was ~3 times higher than the SNR of the conventional method. (2) In contrast to conventional ASL, which was substantially affected by brain atrophy, ts-ASL was virtually independent of it. (3) The sensitivity of ts-ASL for detecting focal changes in CBF (ΔCBF) in the presence of atrophy and noise was also higher compared to the conventional method. In hippocampus, for 15% atrophy and Gaussian noise with σ = 4, conventional and ts-ASL retrieved 73% and 90% of the modeled ΔCBF, respectively. Taken together, these results indicate that ts-ASL may be better suited for measuring CBF in the presence of atrophy and random noise, both of which are expected to increase with aging and disease.